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WELCOME

We are delighted 
to welcome you to 
another information  
packed Agewell 
magazine, which 
includes a special 
feature on one of our 
newest projects, the 
Sapphire Service.

Working with the West 
Bromwich African 

Caribbean Resource Centre, we are supporting 
local, older people whilst they are in hospital, as well 
as during those important early days back at home 
following discharge. 

We hope you enjoy reading all about this exciting 
new service on pages 3-6. 

The good news is the Sapphire Service is not our only 
new contract. We have also been successful in a Big 
Lottery bid with fellow community interest company, 
Dementia Pathfinders, and have launched Kingfisher 
Buddies, a 3-year project to support individuals and 
their families both before and after a diagnosis of 
dementia. More about that on pages 12-13.

Here at Agewell, we see on a daily basis the positive 
difference we are making to the lives of many older 
people. Thanks to our detailed monitoring we have 
the figures to prove it too.

See centre pages where we have highlighted 
some of our successes from 2016/17. If you have a 
budget to provide services for older people, please 
get in touch. Whatever your focus – preventing 
falls, tackling social isolation, reducing hospital 
readmissions – we can help.

You will see that over 40 volunteers supported our 
work last year, contributing some 4,196 hours of their 
time, for which we are very grateful. We are always 
on the look out for more volunteers and it may lead 
to paid employment, as was the case with Jason 
Denny – read his story on page 11.

Networking with other organisations and seeking 
out new opportunities for us to work together to 
help improve older people’s lives, continues to be 
a priority. See page 7 for details of a new working 
relationship with West Midlands Fire Service. 

There are further examples of successful partnership 
working within our news round-up section on pages 
14-15 too.

There’s an advert for our ‘Staying Steady, Staying 
Safe’ self-help guide on the back cover. 191 older 
people requested a copy of this guide last year 
which includes follow-up phone calls from Agewell. 

7 out of 10 participants completed the booklet  
and we were delighted to see reductions in the 
number of falls as well as the fear of falling. On 
completion, 4 out of 10 participants were also 
exercising more than before which is great news. 
Why not request your copy today?

Deb Harrold, Agewell CEO 

STOP PRESS
I’m delighted to finish with another piece  
of good news. 

We have just received confirmation that Agewell 
has been successful in securing a new 12-month 
contract with the Connected Care Partnership’s 
Vanguard Programme (Sandwell and West 
Birmingham).

Commencing in July, our focus will be older 
people in Smethwick, visiting them at home and 
in hospital, encouraging them to be more active 
physically and socially and helping them to 
stay well, live well with long term conditions and 
transition back to health following an acute illness. 

Keep an eye on our website for more details.
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The Sapphire Service is being jointly run 
by Agewell and the West Bromwich African 
Caribbean Resource Centre thanks to funding 
from the Your Trust Charity, which supports vital 
services across Sandwell and West Birmingham 
Hospitals NHS Trust.

The four frontline staff (pictured above) are 
becoming familiar faces on the wards at both 
Sandwell and City Hospitals.  

Jason Denny and Vivienne Allen have been 
employed by Agewell to provide a befriending 

service for older patients in hospital and to help 
them in accessing appropriate support services 
following their discharge.

Veronica Howe and Vanessa Grizette from the  
West Bromwich African Caribbean Resource Centre 
are offering a similar service which is specifically 
targeted at African Caribbean and dual heritage 
older adults and carers.

Based at the Agewell shop at Sandwell Hospital, the 
team is pleased to have gained the support and 
involvement of hospital staff from day one. 

Each morning they attend ward staff meetings to 
identify patients who may benefit from the service 
and they are now being actively included in these 
meetings.

Patients referred to the service are visited every day 
while they’re in hospital and once a week for up to 
six weeks following their discharge.

As well as receiving referrals from hospital 
staff, we are very happy for patients and family 
members to contact us directly for support. 
Have a word with us on the wards or pop into the 
Agewell shop in the Outpatients Department at 
Sandwell Hospital to leave a message. 

SAPPHIRE SERVICE 
SHINES...
A real gem of a service is supporting  
older patients during their hospital stay  
and helping prevent their readmission.

The Sapphire Service aims to:
 Improve the hospital experience for older 

adults and their carers

 Befriend patients and support with eating and 
hydration if required

 Support and advocate for patients in the 
discharge planning process to reduce 
readmissions

 Identify any barriers to getting patients back 
home as soon as possible

 Provide support in those early days back  
at home

 Signpost and help older adults and their carers 
to access community services in their local 
area that can improve their quality of life
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In early March, fit and active Mark Beaman, 
suffered a severe stroke. The 60-year-old retired 
Police Officer was rushed into Sandwell Hospital 
where he spent a week on the acute ward before 
being moved to a recovery ward.

“It was there that I first met Jason Denny when he 
did the ward trolley run,” Mark explained. “We got 
chatting and he asked if I’d like someone to come 
and visit me when I was discharged. I share a house 
with a friend who works full-time so I knew I’d have to 
look after myself five days a week at home.”

The stroke left Mark unable to use his right arm and 
leg and with no voice. His voice recovered after a 
few days and, with plenty of physio, staff managed 
to get Mark walking again after two weeks.   

Jason signed Mark up to receive support at home 
and Mark says it’s been ‘absolutely fantastic’.

“Jason and Viv filled in an initial questionnaire with 
me about how I was feeling and coping,” explained 
Mark. “They asked how I was going to get to doctors’ 
appointments and, within two days, had got me 
registered with the Ring & Ride service.

“They also referred me to the Stroke Association 
who’ve been brilliant and Jason’s trying to get a 
rail fitted outside the front of my house. I live right 
opposite the shops but I can’t get to them as there 
are two steps I can’t get down.

“They told me about Agewell’s exercise classes and 
I’m hoping to join one soon to help my recovery. 
It’ll be nice to get out and do exercises in a social 
setting with other people, rather than just at home on 
my own.”

The Sapphire Service has also referred Mark to 
Sandwell Assist to get some aids and adaptations 
at home and they helped with his claim for Personal 
Independent Payment.

Jason said:  “We undertake a total of six home visits 
when someone’s been discharged from hospital. 
We have really enjoyed getting to know Mark and 
it’s great to know we’ve helped him on his road to 
recovery. 

“Although our home visits have finished, Mark is on 
our radar now and he knows he can give us a call if 
he needs any more help and support in the future.”

Mark has been so impressed with the support he’s 
received that he’s now looking to give something 
back by becoming an Agewell befriender. 

“I can’t praise the Sapphire Service enough,” 
he added. “I’ve always been fit, healthy and 
independent, but it was so good to have support 
from the Sapphire team in these circumstances.  
I honestly think it’s brilliant.”

ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY
The Sapphire Service is already making a difference to the lives  
of local, older people, including 60-year-old Mark.

“I can’t praise the 
Sapphire Service enough,” he  

added. “I’ve always been fit, healthy 
and independent, but it was so good 

to have support from the Sapphire 
team in these circumstances.  

I honestly think it’s 
brilliant.”
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MEET THE TEAM
Veronica Howe
For the past 10 years, Veronica has been 
involved with the West Bromwich African 
Caribbean Resource Centre and is also 
a part-time youth worker for Birmingham 
City Council. She has five children and 
five grandchildren and, as an Open Door 

host for the YMCA, has offered a room to four homeless 
teenagers.

“The Sapphire Service is a much needed service,” she 
says. “I hope it’ll take some pressure off the hospital staff, 
as well as supporting the patients themselves.”

Jason Denny
Jason has worked at the Agewell shop in 
the Outpatients Department at Sandwell 
Hospital since its launch in April 2016. He 
also helped run the ward trolley round, 
offering newspapers, snacks and toiletries 
to patients and identifying those needing 

befriending support.

“The Sapphire Service is already a big success in the 
hospital,” he says. “We’ve had an excellent response from 
staff and we’re making a difference to patients. I love 
being involved.”

Vanessa Grizette
Vanessa has been a Day Care Support 
Worker at the West Bromwich African 
Caribbean Resource Centre for three 
years. She first joined on a college 
placement while she was a Health & 
Social Care student. She supports elderly 

clients in the day centre two days a week, offering a 
range of social activities including music, exercises and 
healthy eating advice.

“I’m finding the Sapphire Service very rewarding,” she 
says. “The feedback from staff and patients has been 
really good and we’re already starting to interest people in 
our day centre services when they return home.”

Vivienne Allen
Vivienne has previously worked as a 
receptionist at a doctor’s surgery and 
in the family business. Having enjoyed 
going to Agewell’s gentle exercise class at 
Portway Lifestyle Centre, Vivienne decided 
to became an Agewell volunteer and help 

out at the class herself.

“I really like working with older people,” she says. “I’ve got 
a caring nature and I like seeing people happy. We’ve 
had such positive comments from patients and staff who 
are so pleased with the Sapphire Service.”

The official launch of the Sapphire Service on 2nd 
May was designed to introduce the team to the 
hospital staff who will make referrals, and spread 
the word about this exciting new service.

“We wanted to tell as many staff as possible that 
we’re here and ready to work with them to make a 
real difference to older patients,” says Jason Denny.

“We held the launch near the canteen where there’s 
a lot of footfall and we spoke to everyone who 
came past. Several staff had seen our picture in the 
hospital’s Heartbeat Magazine and wanted to chat 
to us to find out more. There was quite a buzz about 
the Sapphire Service, which was great.”

Deska Howe, Older People and Health Divisional 
Manager for West Bromwich African Caribbean 
Resource Centre, said: “The Sapphire Service is really 
about breaking down isolation and befriending 
patients in hospital, and identifying their care needs 
before they’re discharged.

“There is some evidence that African Caribbean 
and dual heritage patients have highlighted a worse 
hospital experience than other patients and we are 
trying to help turn that around.

“We’re very pleased indeed with how the project 
has started. We’ve been very well supported by 
the hospital staff who are keen for the project to 
succeed as they know there is a need for it.”

Agewell CEO, Deborah Harrold added: “The 
Sapphire Service will support the discharge planning 
process, by advocating for patients. We aim to 
encourage patients to identify what support services 
they need at home so they can live a full and active 
life and avoid being readmitted to hospital.”

LAUNCH SUCCESS
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Ruth Williams, Clinical  
Directorate Lead for iCares at  
Sandwell and West Birmingham  
Hospitals NHS Trust, is overseeing  
the implementation of the  
Sapphire Service.

“The Sapphire Service is an  
excellent example of NHS money being used 
differently to get better results,” says Ruth. “Services 
such as this are so important because they are 
changing the way things are ‘normally done’ and 
encouraging patients to take ownership of their 
own lives.

“For it to be a success, the service needs hospital 
staff to really buy into this new way of thinking.  

“We’re a huge organisation with over 7,000 staff  
so that’s no mean feat.

“A large part of the preliminary work has been 
building a relationship with ward staff, and 
the Agewell ward trolley round has helped 
significantly.

“Agewell and West Bromwich African Caribbean 
Resource Centre staff are already known on the 
wards and are managing to become part of the 
ward team without being demanding or obtrusive.

“As a Trust we simply can’t support patients forever. 
The Sapphire Service is enabling people to help 
themselves by accessing other services in the 
community, in a bid to cut down readmissions to 
hospital. It is set to make a lasting impression.”

A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR

SUCCESS AT ROWLEY
Ruth Williams first worked with Agewell through  
a pilot project she commissioned called 
Bridging the Gap.

The funding enabled Agewell to become a 
real part of Rowley Regis Hospital’s Community 
Rehabilitation Service, offering patients bespoke 
home-based exercise sessions and encouraging 
them to help themselves by continuing to exercise 
at classes in their community.

Of the 61 referrals received in the first 9 months:

 43% continued to access Agewell services, 
39% became fully independent and only one 
was readmitted to hospital. 

 Prior to Bridging the Gap, the readmittance 
rate was 30%, compared with just 0.02% 
following the project. 

 Patients also said they were able to reduce 
their medication once they became more 
active in their community.

The project has now been re-commissioned  
for a further three years.

The Your Trust Charity raises vital funds  
to enhance the experience of all people 
using the Trust’s hospitals, including  
staff, patients and their families.

Johnny Shah, Head of the Charity said: “Agewell 
and the West Bromwich African Caribbean Resource 
Centre were awarded just under £110,000 from our 
most recent grant programme.

“I have been most impressed with the  
willingness of both organisations to collaborate  
on this project, which is a great example of 
partnership working.” 

In addition to funding the Sapphire Service, Your Trust 
Charity is also supporting:

 A Parenting Young 
People Programme 
with St Basil’s and 
the University of 
Birmingham. Thanks 
to a grant of £48,750, a two year programme is 
being developed, delivered and evaluated to 
help Trust staff increase their confidence in their 
parenting and caring roles.

 Day Hospice Activities. A grant of £29,308 has 
been awarded to provide a number of added-
value activities for patients, their families and 
carers in the new Day Hospice.

If you’d like to find out more, have a look online  
at www.swbh.nhs.uk/charity/

YOUR TRUST CHARITY
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Agewell is joining forces with West Midlands Fire 
Service to help older people stay Safe and Well in 
their own homes.

The Safe and Well programme aims to help people 
remain healthy, active and independent for longer, 
avoid loneliness and isolation, and also ensure that 
their homes are safe and hazard free.

Initially launched by the Fire Service to encourage 
people to have smoke alarms fitted, the initiative has 
developed over the past few years to offer a wide 
range of safety advice, from how to reduce the risk 
of fire to avoiding potential trip hazards.

Daniel Smith, a Partnership Support Officer for WMFS, 
said: “We’re very pleased to now be working in 
partnership with Agewell to develop the programme 
further still to include the ‘well’ side of things.

“Our crews go into a lot of people’s homes and we 
specifically try to target the most vulnerable people 
in our community.

“If we come across someone who seems lonely or 
socially isolated, or who we think would benefit from 
some advice around falls, for example, we’ll be able 
to refer them on to Agewell for some appropriate 
support.”

As part of the Safe and Well programme, six  
Agewell staff have undergone fire and safety training 
with WMFS, while members of WMFS have taken 
advantage of Agewell’s programme of dementia 
training.

This partnership working will mean that referrals can 
be from WMFS to Agewell and vice versa, with the 
possibility of joint visits if someone seems particularly 
vulnerable.

Daniel added: “We’re hoping that staff from both 
organisations can be the ears and eyes in our 
communities and ensure older people receive the 
advice and support they need.

“From a fire safety point of view, our preventative 
approach has already had a big impact. If we can 
tackle the risks upstream, as it were, hopefully we 
can prevent fires from happening and that can only 
be a good thing for everyone.”

JOINT PROJECT THROWS  
SPOTLIGHT ON WELLBEING  
AND SAFETY

STAY SAFE
To help stay safe at home make sure you:

 Have smoke alarms fitted on every level  
of your home and test 
them regularly

 Check your home for  
fire hazards before you 
go to bed

 Put candles and 
cigarettes out properly

 Don’t overload  
electrical sockets

 Have an escape plan in 
case of an emergency.

If you are interested in arranging a Safe  
and Well visit for yourself or someone you  
know, please call the Fire Service for free on 
0800 389 5525.
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New relationships and contracts have been 
developed and won since then, but the CCG 
contract continued to provide the majority of  
our income.

The challenge for 2016/17 was to turn a number 
of proposals into signed contracts to ensure that 
Agewell had a long term future. Not an easy task 
in the current economic climate, but one we were 
determined to give our best shot.

WELL, THE GOOD NEWS IS AGEWELL IS  
CERTAINLY HERE TO STAY!!

We started the year with confirmation of a 1-year 
extension to the CCG contract, as well as a new 
12-month contract with Sandwell Council’s Public 
Health team, where our remit was to encourage 
older people across the borough to get more 
physically active.

We successfully delivered the second year of our 
2-year Community Offer contract with Sandwell 
Council, as well as a 12-month pilot project, Bridging 
the Gap, working with iCares staff at Rowley Regis 
Hospital to help reduce readmission rates for their 
patients.

We also took over the running of the hospital shop 
in the Outpatients Department at Sandwell Hospital 
which opened for business on Monday 4th April. 

12 months on and the shop continues to go from 
strength to strength providing a much needed 
service for hospital staff, patients and visitors alike. 
Open Monday to Friday with a trolley round to all 
wards at least once a day and some 20 volunteers 
supporting Agewell staff.

As the year progressed, we secured other contracts 
with local partners including a lottery grant with 
Sandwell Leisure Trust to run Active Bingo sessions 
across Sandwell, and started working with the 
University of Birmingham on their REACT study.

December saw the publication of ‘Who Knows 
Best’, a good practice guide from the University of 
Birmingham containing top tips for managing the crisis 
of older people’s emergency admissions to hospital.

Agewell was part of a national ‘Sounding Board’ of 
organisations overseeing the project and Agewell  
members made up the project’s Older People’s 
Reference Group which ensured that older people’s 
voices were included at all stages of the research.

In January we launched a new Agewell Services 
Pack as part of our proactive approach to securing 
new contracts.

Then in March, just before the end of the financial 
year, we received the news we had been waiting 
for. We successfully secured two new contracts – 
the Sapphire Service and Kingfisher Buddies - both 
of which you have been reading about in this 
magazine.

LOOKING BACK AT OUR  
SUCCESSES IN 2016/17
When Agewell left the NHS back in March 2013 to become an independent 
social enterprise, we were awarded a 3-year contract with Sandwell and West 
Birmingham Clinical Commissioning Group.

AGEWELL MEMBERSHIP

77%  are older people  
 themselves
23%  are professional  
 members

  
8 out of 10 are women, 2 out of 10 are men

1 in 10 aged 41-64 

3 in 10 aged 65-74

4 in 10 aged 75-84 

2 in 10 aged 85+

2,485
members

Nearly 150 individual members are from Black, 
Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) Communities
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As a result of taking part in the 
classes, participants experienced:

 7% Improvement in general 
wellbeing 

 6% Increase in mobility 

 11% Improvement in 
confidence and balance 

ON COMPLETION OF THE BOOKLET: 

   4 in 10
exercising more than before

   5 in 10
undertaking same level of exercise

   1 in 10
exercising less than before

191 older people signed up for this service, 
funded by Sandwell Council’s Community Offer 
and Public Health.  

All participants received a copy of Agewell’s 
comprehensive self-help guide and were 
supported with follow-up phone calls to help 
them complete the booklet.

Results showed:


7 out of 10 completed the booklet,  
3 out of 10 started but did not finish


8 out of 10 were women, 2 out of 10 were men


1 in 10 aged 41-64
2 in 10 aged 65-74
5 in 10 aged 75-84
2 in 10 aged 85+

Pre-booklet
46% had 
had a fall
71% were 
afraid of 
falling

Post booklet
19% had  
had a fall
59% were 

afraid of 
falling

483 referrals were received for this project, funded 
by Sandwell Council Public Health. 

Each person was contacted by Agewell and 
encouraged to attend one of 28 weekly exercise 
classes or groups at community venues across 
the borough. These were a mixture of Agewell-run 
classes and those run by other organisations.

Results showed:

Community classes / groups with more  
than 10 attendees:

Cape Centre 15

Jubilee Centre 18

Portway Lifestyle Centre 58

Queensridge Court 13

Regis Medical Centre 13

Ryders Green Centre 14

St Bernards 15

St Nirankari 18

Walker Grange 18

Wednesbury Town Hall 21

West Bromwich Leisure Centre 10

Yew Tree Community Centre 12

GETTING ACTIVE WITH AGEWELLSTAYING STEADY,  
STAYING SAFE WITH AGEWELL

were
women

were
men

were aged 
41-74

were aged 
75+ 

attended 
a class
did not
attend

75%
50% 60%50% 40%

25%
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2016/17
FACTS &
FIGURES

OVER 
5000

OLDER PEOPLE
IN SANDWELL AND 

WEST BIRMINGHAM
benefitted from our

services this year

Sandwell

Birmingham

30%0.02%
reduction in  
readmission  
rate at ROWLEY HOSPITAL 
as a result of 
AGEWELL AND  
ICARES PARTNERSHIP

191
OLDER PEOPLE

signed up for

STAYING STEADY 
STAYING SAFE 

self-help guide

  We ran 

13 
COMMUNITY-BASED  
EXERCISE CLASSES 
each week, which 

290  
OLDER PEOPLE  
regularly attended 

AGEWELL 
membership 
increased 
by 4% to

2,485

      60 
older people received a telephone 

befriending call each week

40+ volunteers contributed

4,196 

HOURS IN TOTAL
 70% on last year


331
OLDER PEOPLE

are registered 
AGEWELL LOCAL FORUM

members

1,140 
OLDER PEOPLE
were referred to Agewell

   40% on last year


Across all our contracts
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Volunteering for Agewell has 
led to the start of a new full 
time career for Jason Denny 
and a whole new direction 
in life.

Having been an undertaker 
for 25 years, Jason ended up 
on long term sick leave for a year and knew it was 
too much to return to the profession. Jason’s mother, 
Valerie, was already volunteering at the Agewell 
shop and she suggested that Jason started helping 
out there too.

“I started volunteering in the shop for one day a 
week, as well as taking the trolley out to the wards,” 
explains Jason. “I found I really enjoyed it so I 
increased it to two days a week, then five days!

“I loved talking to the older patients and found it 
fascinating listening to what they had to say.”

When the opportunity to work on the Sapphire 
Service arose, Jason jumped at the chance.

“I was asked by Agewell if I’d be interested in 
applying for a job as a Community Pathfinder for the 
Sapphire Service as they could see I had empathy 

with the patients,” says Jason. 
“I couldn’t have thought of 
anything better.

“I had started to get to know 
the patients and ward staff 
while I was doing the trolley run, 
so I knew that would be a big 
advantage when I moved  

onto the Sapphire Service.

“I absolutely love it. I love dealing with people. I love 
hearing the stories that older people tell. I love being 
involved.

“I’m still only 46 so young enough to take a new 
direction in life,” Jason adds. “I was looking for a 
change of career and the Sapphire Service  
is just perfect.”

If you are interested in  
volunteering for Agewell,  
please give us a call on  
0121 796 9333 and ask for  
a copy of our volunteering  
leaflet and application form.  
There are lots of opportunities  
available and all ages are welcome.

A NEW DIRECTION FOR JASON
“I absolutely love it.  

I love dealing with people.  
I love hearing the stories that  

older people tell.  
I love being involved.”
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INTRODUCING  
KINGFISHER  
BUDDIES
A new service to support  
individuals and their families /  
carers, both before and after a diagnosis 
of dementia, has been officially launched.

The 3-year project, delivered by Agewell in 
partnership with Dementia Pathfinders, is funded 
by the Big Lottery and aims to provide support, 
information and guidance to those in the early 
stages of dementia throughout Sandwell.

The service will also focus on integrating people 
with dementia into community activities and 
supporting them to continue doing the things  
they enjoy.

Julia McKeown, a Carer Representative on the 
Steering Group, says: “I know from experience 
that people with dementia have all sorts of 
different interests, and very much want to carry 
on functioning in the same way as before their 
diagnosis. They will just have times when they need 
a bit more support or understanding when doing 
them.”

Agewell’s two Community Pathfinders, Deb Pierson 
and Karen Allen, have been out and about seeking 
people’s views, including meeting with members 
of the Dementia Support Group at Rowley Regis 
Hospital.

“We’re very interested in finding out from people with 
early stage dementia, or young onset dementia, 
what support they would like to see,” says Karen. “This 
may be help they wish they’d received pre or post 
diagnosis, or activities they’d like to be able to enjoy 
now, with appropriate support.

“We’ve been holding a series of listening groups to 
get people’s thoughts and views, and also talking 
to people on a one-to-one basis. I spoke to one 
person aged 55 who’d had a real battle getting 
a diagnosis, for example, because their GP put it 
down to depression. Other people have said that 

after they received their diagnosis, they didn’t really 
know where to turn.

“That’s where Kingfisher Buddies can help.”

Agewell CEO Deb Harrold, says: “Our aim through 
Kingfisher Buddies is to be there to provide the 
advice and support needed to take in a diagnosis 
of dementia, to guide families through what can 
be done now to better prepare for the future, and 
to encourage individuals and their carers to take 
part in an enjoyable weekly activity that will help 
them get on with their lives.”

Call Agewell on 0121 796 9333 to make an 
appointment with one of our friendly and 
supportive Community Pathfinders who will  
visit you at home.

KINGFISHER BUDDIES CLUBS
Come along to our friendly and welcoming 
Kingfisher Buddies Clubs where you can share 
experiences and chat with others in a similar 
situation.

Turn up and join in a variety of activities, or just 
enjoy a cuppa and a chat. Activities will vary 
at different venues. 

For anyone in the early stages of dementia, 
their carers and family members. All are 
welcome. There is a small charge per session 
of £2.50 / £3 which includes refreshments and 
some activities.

Give us a call on 0121 796 9333 to find  
a club local to you.
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SUPPORTERS 
NEEDED
Do you know of, or are you part 
of, a group in your area that 
would welcome a new member 
or two with similar interests? 

Or would you be willing to 
volunteer to help run our new 
weekly groups and activities?

We can provide support in 
understanding how dementia can 
affect those who experience it.

If you are interested in supporting 
Kingfisher Buddies, please give us 
a call on 0121 796 9333 or email 
info@agewelluk.org.uk

Dementia training for people  
keen to know more about how  
dementia affects individuals  
and those around them, is  
already underway.

The training is being delivered  
by fellow Community Interest  
Company Dementia Pathfinders,  
which provides education and  
learning for people working in the  
dementia care field. Therapeutic care and  
support is also offered for people with dementia 
and their families.

18 people attended a one-day workshop 
focussing on understanding dementia and 
the experience of family carers at the Agewell 
offices in May. Participants ranged from family 
carers to representatives from community-based 
organisations across the borough.

Barbara Stephens, Chief Executive 
of Dementia Pathfinders, said: 
“We’re aiming to be as flexible 
as possible with the training so 
we can see what subject areas 
local community organisations 
are interested in, or where people 
feel there are gaps, and fill those 
accordingly.

                           “The initial course gained very 
positive feedback, so that’s a good start.”

Would you be interested in attending future 
workshops to learn more about dementia? 
Family members or carers are welcome, as 
well as representatives from community-based 
organisations. 

Please register your interest by calling  
Agewell on 0121 796 9333 or emailing  
info@agewelluk.org.uk

DEMENTIA TRAINING UNDERWAY

PROJECT LAUNCH
Kingfisher Buddies was officially launched on 18th May to 
coincide with national Dementia Awareness Week, when people 
across the country were asked to unite against dementia.

The launch took place at Queensridge Court in Oldbury and 
included a powerful play reading, ‘Don’t Leave Me Now’ by 
playwright Brian Daniels, which explores the impact of early onset 
dementia on family life. 

The discussion that followed showed how much the audience had 
been moved by the performance.

Some of the comments received included: “Such an accurate 
portrayal. That’s exactly what I am facing at the moment. Thank 
you.” “So powerful.” “Makes you feel people understand and you 
are not on your own.”
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If you’d like to get out and about more why not 
join your Agewell Local Forum?

Riverboat cruises have turned out to be a favourite 
outing for Tipton Local Forum members, who 
embarked on a cruise down the River Trent to 
celebrate Chair, Dot Abbey’s 70th birthday  
in January. 

She says: “49 of us went on a riverboat cruise in 
Nottingham in September and we enjoyed it so 
much that we went again in January as several  
of us were celebrating birthdays. We all had a  
really great time.”

Dot is currently busy planning another river boat 
cruise for later in the year, this time in York. Three 
coachloads of Forum members also recently 
enjoyed a day trip to sunny Blackpool.

Local residents have been learning a host of new 
skills thanks to Agewell’s Rowley Regis Local Forum.

Since the Forum was awarded a grant from Awards 
for All for community activities, a variety of free 
classes have been running, including:

 A series of Ukelele lessons which have now been 
completed with budding musicians moving on to 
more advanced classes to progress further

 Line dancing at Blackheath Conservative Club, 
with around 25 people regularly taking part

 A 10 week Yoga class started on 15th June at 
Rowley Regis Disability Centre. The class is taking 
place on Thursdays from 10.30am – 12.30pm 
and anyone is welcome to come along

Clive Atkins, Chair of the Local Forum, says: “We’re 
also buying a set of carpet bowls for the winter 
and we’ve funded ‘Move It of Lose It!’ training for 
Agewell’s Community Pathfinders so that they can 
deliver exercise sessions at our Forums.

“The grant has given people the opportunity to 
experience things they wouldn’t normally be doing, 
which is great.”

If you are interested in joining one of Agewell’s 
Local Forums, give us a call on 0121 796 9333. 
Come along on your own or with a friend. You will 
be most welcome.  

Guest Speakers Welcome
We are always on the look-out for interesting 
speakers to come along to our forums. 

We have 330 registered forum members 
and over 100 come along each month to 
find out what’s going on locally, regionally 
and nationally that may affect them or 
other older people.

It’s an ideal opportunity for organisations 
and businesses to meet with interested older 
people who enjoy listening as well  
as having their say.

Call Agewell on 0121 796 9333 or email 
info@agewelluk.org.uk to find out more.

FOCUS FRAILTY PROJECT

ROWLEY IN ACTION

FORUM MEMBERS 
GET OUT AND ABOUT

FOCUS is an EU-funded project focusing on frailty 
- a syndrome that can be summed up as a state 
of high vulnerability.

Researchers, clinicians and other specialists from six 
European countries, including the UK, are working 
on advancing knowledge of frailty detection, 
assessment and management in order to change 
the way frailty is managed in our health and 
community services and by us all as individuals.

Agewell CEO Deb Harrold was invited by Aston 
University’s Research Centre for Healthy Ageing 
(ARCHA) to get involved at a FOCUS workshop in 
Portugal. “I was delighted to go along and share our 
knowledge and experience of working with frail older 
people,” she said. 
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Agewell’s Active Bingo is going  
from strength to strength but  
more members are needed  
to make it a full house!

The sessions are led by  
Sandwell Leisure Trust Physical  
Activity Development Officer,  
Marian Lilley, who says:  
“We do some exercise,  
followed by a game of bingo.  
At the end, everyone enjoys a cuppa  
and a chat.

“Our regulars say it’s much better than just sitting and 
playing bingo as it gets them active too. It’s something 
a bit different and everyone really enjoys it.”

The sessions take place on Wednesdays from 
11.30am - 12.30pm at Haden Hill Leisure Centre and 
from 1.30 – 3pm at Langley Swimming Centre.

On Fridays, the sessions are at Tipton Sports 
Academy from 10am – 11.30am, and at  
Blackheath Library from 1.30 - 2.30pm. 

Each session costs just £2.

Why not come along and give it a go?

Students from Sandwell College will be doing their 
bit to ensure the Sapphire Service is a success.

A total of 14 students, who are currently completing 
an advanced Level 3 Diploma in Health and Social 
Care, have been offered a two-week placement 
with the service.

Half the students will be working with Agewell and 
targeting the general hospital population, while the 
other seven will be focussing on getting to know 
African Caribbean and dual heritage patients.

The students will be involved in befriending and 
supporting patients, as well as using opportunities, 
like Agewell’s ward trolley round, to identify other 
patients who might benefit from the service.

Interviews have now been carried out and the 14 
students selected will begin their placements over 
the next three months.

Agewell has joined forces with a team of 
partners to participate in a large national study 
running at the Universities of Birmingham, Bath 
and Exeter called REtirement in ACTion (REACT).

By the time recruitment ends in October 2017, 
almost 800 people will be taking part.

12 volunteers aged 65 and above have been 
recruited by the University of Birmingham. Since April, 
they have been taking part in physical activity and 
social sessions run by Agewell and Sandwell Leisure 
Trust at Portway Lifestyle Centre. Twice a week for 
3 months, followed by once a week for a further 9 
months.

Each session is also supported by members of 
Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust’s 
iCares team.

Agewell’s Alison Pickering said: “The REACT sessions 
are going well. We use an active circuit including 
sit to stand, step ups, walking, side taps and upper 
body work with weights. Everyone is saying that 
they’re enjoying the sessions and can feel that it’s 
helping with their functional mobility.”

To find out if the programme overall improves 
physical function, results from the physical  
activity and social programme group will be 
compared to another group who receive social  
and educational sessions only (no physical  
activity). The research team at the University of 
Birmingham will assess participants’ function scores 
6, 12 and 24 months after they were recruited onto 
the study.  

EYES DOWN  
FOR ACTIVE BINGO!

STUDENT SUPPORT             GETS UNDERWAY

Fancy something a little different? Join our weekly  
Tai Chi class for over 60s and less able of all ages. 
You’ll soon notice a difference in your health, 
mobility and balance – and you’ll have lots  
of fun too!

Every Wednesday at Thimblemill Library in Smethwick. 
11.15am to 12.15 pm. £2.50 per session.

It’s the latest addition to Agewell’s Community 
Exercise Programme which features over 20 weekly 
classes throughout Sandwell. Call us on 0121 796 
9333 to find out which class is best for you. 

NEW TAI CHI CLASS IN 
SMETHWICK



Raising funds for Agewell
Agewell’s mission is to help older people to ‘age 
well’. Our work enables them to live happier and 
healthier lives, remaining independent for as 
long as possible. 

There are many ways you can raise much needed 
funds for Agewell including:

• Organising a fundraising event or activity 
• Making a one-off or monthly donation online 

through Local Giving 
• Shopping online through Easyfundraising 
• Purchasing travel insurance, equity release, 

stairlifts, personal alarms, pre-paid funeral plans 
and flowers and gifts through Advant-age 

• Making a donation to Agewell in memory of a 
loved one 

• Leaving a gift to Agewell in your will 

Any support you can provide will help us to deliver 
more services to local, older people. Contact us 
on 0121 796 9333 to find out more.

Partnership working
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